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An ideal
subject for
modellers
Described by
T. S. Richmond

------1MANSPORT

A

NUMBER of transporter bridges
are to be found in various parts of
England. The model described
here was inspired by one in Middlesbrough. A cross span allows ships to
pass beneath the running gear from
which is suspended the travelling car.
However, this is only a basic model of
simple construction without complicated
detail or scale accuracy. In this respect
the fretworker or toymaker will have no

difficulty in cutting and assembling.
Further details may be added by the
model-maker as desired, making it a
working model worthy of a place in a
model town layout.
Plywood of ¡in, thickness is recommended for the main structure of
the bridge, as this has greater strength.
The superstructure consists of two upright side pieces (A) between which is
glued and pinned the upper span run-

way for the moving trolley. These are
shown half only on the pattern layout
(page 371). In order to obtain the matching halves it is necessary to draw out
full-size patterns to the given dimensions
and transfer them on to a sheet of
paper. By turning over your drawing
and matching it with the centre line, the
reversed section can be transferred by
scribbling over the back with a lead
pencil.
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Transfer complete plans on to the
selected wood and cut out with your
fretsaw. Cut out the inside frets representing the girder work and clean up
with glasspaper. Two pier blocks are
built up from three pieces of *in. stuff
and tapered to the section shown on the
patterns and in Fig. 1. These piers with
their sloping roadways are mounted on
to base pieces of ¡in. thickness, one of
which holds the housing for the winding
mechanism. Alternatively, for astronger
toy, make one continuous base piece
from thinner wood of about hin.
thickness.
Assemble the superstructure as in
Fig. I, gluing and nailing the sloping
base sections of side structure to the
two pier blocks.
Fig. 2shows how the two uprights (J)
are slotted into one end of the larger

base pieces with a strip of wood glued
between them, forming a box for the
winding shafts. These two winding
cranks are fashioned from stiff wire.
They are slotted through holes bored in
the sides and have washers held with a
blob of solder to prevent them coming
out when winding. Two sloping roof
sections are later added when the cable
strings have been tied to the spindles and
are working smoothly.
Now make up the trolley as in Fig. 3.
This has no wheels, but is sandwiched
between the cut-out slot in the runway,
so that it may slide along freely. Piece (F)
which fits into the slotted runway,
should be of the same thickness as that
of the runway, and have a piece of card
of same dimensions glued to it. Screws
pass through the top piece (E) into
piece (F).

THE MOV146 riantity

Fig. I
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brick
red,
with
winding
handles
enamelled black.
When all is dry you can fix up the
cables and suspend the car from the
trolley. Fig. I shows how the trolley is
screwed in place, and Fig. 3how the car
is strung to the trolley with thin twine.
Strips of adhesive tape stuck to the
winding spindles prevent strings slipping.
As one string is wound in, the other
winds out. The passenger car should run
clear of and land over the pier ends.
Although fixing up the cable strings is
not difficult, the following instructions
may be found helpful.
Placing the trolley at the left end of
runway, with the winding cranks to the
right, a length of thin string is tied to
one of the shafts and brought up to the
trolley to where the other end of the
string is tied to the right-hand screweye.
Now wind in this string, seeing that the
trolley runs smoothly. With the trolley
in this position, tie another Itngth of
string

to

the

other

screweye,

it along to a screweye
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The passenger car consists of asquare
base upon which are glued two side
walls. Two sets of holes are drilled
through the base just inside each wall.
Before assembling the trolley and suspending the car, etc., these should be
painted in gay colours and put aside to
dry. Details such as windows and doors
may be added to the passenger car and
the building by drawing in indian ink on
paper, cutting these out, and gluing in
appropriate places. The bridge itself
needs to be nicely painted. Paint the
girder structure silver to give an
authentic metallic effect. Paint pier
blocks grey and base pieces green. If a
continuous base has been fitted, then an
imitation of water will be painted
between the piers. The building is best in
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From this 'eye' it passes the whole
length of the bridge, and runs down to
its winding crank, to which it is attached.
Additional realism is provided by
making small cars and passengers, and,
of course, boats and ships to sail under
the bridge.
SOLUTION TO CROSSWORD No. 13
PUBLISHED LAST WEEK
Across: 1. Scored, 7. Espy, 9. Laced, 10. Tests,
11. Poet. 13. Grass Widow, 15. Ness, 16. Real,
19. Light years, 22. Slit, 24. Abuse, 25. Arrow,
26. Arid, 27. Single.
Down: 2. Cocoa, 3. Rides, 4. Detain, 5. Response,
6. Apse, 8. Stowe, 12. Tasks, 13. Germs, 14.
Solitude, 17. Alibi, 18. Cheers, 20. Yearn, 21.
April, 23. Lard.
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6-VALVER
CABINET
COMPONENTS LIST
FOR EXTRA VALVE
VI — SP61
1Mazda Octal valveholder.
C20, C21, •1 mfd. 350 yworking
C22, .0001 mica.
R15 (6.8K), R17 (47K), R14 (47K)
R16 (180).

H

AVING built the five-valve
version, described in our issue of
February 26th, the constructor can turn to the setting up of a
proper dial arrangement, the addition
of the extra valve for boosting the signal
and finally the provision pf a suitable
cabinet to house the set.
First, attend to the dial and drive
arrangement. The style adopted in this
case is the horizontal dial with the pointer
driven from a drive drum mounted on
the tuning condenser spindle. The drive
spindle is situated next to the volume
control on the front runner (see (S), Fig. 5).

are marked (in steps of 50) f-om 200 to
550 metres. Use coloured inks to
complete the scale, say brown or black
for the divisions and red for wavelength figures.
A drive drum of nins. diameter is
needed for the scale. The pulley wheels
are mounted as shown. The drive cord
is passed twice round the drive spindle
(S).

Fig. 6

Fig. 5

The size of the drive drum (D) will
depend on the size of the dial. Its radius
will be the length of the scale divided by
3+. Dials can be bought, and for acheap
yet attractive one I recommend the
`Superex' dial (at 2/6) from Superior
Radio, 37 Hillside, Stonebridge, London,
N.W.10.
However, one can make one's own for
the sake of economy. Use stiff cardboard
with a smooth white or cream paper
surface (a shoe box is good). With
pencil, lightly mark out a scale similar
to that seen in Fig. 5. The larger divisions
are +in, and the smaller, /l
oin. There are
seven large divisions, making the
scale 3+-ins. long. The larger divisions

(Light) and adjust the oscillator trimmer
(C4) on top of the gang until the programme is at maximum. Then finish by
trimming the aerial condenser C2 on the
front section of the gang. Repeat these
four operations.
We may now deal with the addition of
the extra valve, another SP61. The
theoretical diagram is Fig. 6 and the
practical wiring is shown in Fig. 7. The
components needed are listed elsewhere
in this article. The cost should be about

Turn the drum fully clockwise and
then fix the pointer (C) directly over the
550 m. mark and clinch it to the cord.
Rotate the spindle (S), moving the
pointer back along the scale. It should
stop just below 200 m. If it is more than
then shift the pointer along the cord
further to the right. When satisfied,
clinch the pointer to the cord permanently.
At this stage it is advisable to re-tune
the aerial and oscillator coils to fit the
new scale. (The I.F.T.'s must not be
touched.) Turn the pointer to 464 m.
(Third Programme) and adjust the
oscillator slug, followed by the aerial coil
slug. Then turn the pointer to 247 m.
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2/6. The added power far outweighs this
insignificant cost.
It will be seen that the top cap grid
lead is removed from V2 and transferred
to the top cap of the new valve. The new
valve is coupled to the V2 by resistancecapacity coupling. This method of preamplification without using athree gang
condenser is popular in America and
Australia, and it is strange that it is never
encountered here, for it is very effective.
First mount the valveholder (Mazda
Octal) in the position shown in Fig. 7.
Connect tag 1to tag 1of V2 and join tag 8
to chassis to complete the heater circuit.
The rest of the wiring is quite clear
and easy to follow from the diagram.

From the junction of C22 and R17 take
ascreened lead through the chassis hole
Y to join the top cap of V2. (The clip
that was originally on V2 is transferred
to the top cap of VI now.) The outer
braid of the lead through Y is earthed
to the same tag as R17.
R14 and R15 should be soldered to
their respective tags and then bent up
to stand vertically. Snip off the free ends
to leave about ¡in. of wire end, and join
together with awire lead from the H.T.
tag-board to which RI is soldered (see
Fig. 2 in previous article). Keep this
wire (which should be insulated) well
above the wiring below.
With this six-valve version it might be
profitable to re-tune the aerial coil, since
the capacity of the valve is now different.
The addition of the extra valve results
in a very greatly increased signal being
pushed through the set with a consequent liability to instability. In the
original set some whistling was encountered, but this was got rid of by
joining a resistor from the top cap of
V3 to chassis. Resistors from j meg.
down to 50K were tried and 150K was
found adequate.
The cabinet alone remains to be made.
The dimensions of this can be obtained
from the chassis. Leave sufficient space all
round to allow easy insertion and withdrawal of the chassis. The size of the
speaker, which is mounted over the lefthand front of the chassis influences the
size of the cabinet. The 8in. speaker
supplied by Duke and Co. may need too
high a cabinet for one's personal taste,
so a 5in, type, costing a few shillings
extra, could be utilized, to produce a
neatly proportioned cabinet, roughly
14ins. by 10ins. by lins.
Use lin. thick plyboard for top, sides
and front, with ¡in. or +in. for the
bottom. The top and sides can be
obtained ready veneered (walnut is
recommended). The edges of the top are
chamfered off at 45°, and so are the top
edges of the sides. These are held
together with glue and very thin panel
pins with a square fillet to help the
joint (see (a) Fig. 8).
The joining of the sides (A) with the
bottom (B) is shown in Fig. 8(b). Here
again, glue and thin pins and perhaps
another fillet complete the joining.
When the top, sides and bottom are
fixed together, one can attach the front
(F). This latter should be sawn out with a
fretsaw to the style shown in the drawing
of the cabinet. The top and side strip
can be about Iin. wide. The depth of
the bottom can be gauged from the
chassis and dial measurements of the set.
Glue and thin panel pins are used to
attach the front.
Punch in all the pin heads and fill
in the holes with plastic wood. When
set, glasspaper off the whole cabinet.

Where ordinary plyboard is used, the
whole cabinet can be veneered afterwards, to make a really good job. Later
it can be sanded, the grain filled with
filler, then sanded again and varnished
finally with Valspar clear varnish to
produce a glass-like surface.
Rubber feet are necessary for the
bottom of the cabinet and bronze
extruded metal fret for the front is
suggested.

plywood. This can have holes or wide
slots in it to allow the heat to escape
from the set.
The loudspeaker may be fixed either
on the chassis of the set itself by means
of brackets, or to the front of the cabinet,
whichever appears more convenient.
Finally, it may be pointed out that the
EL32 output valve, although it functions

TAG 8. V3.

It is sometimes necessary to fix this
in so that it rests on thin bits of rubber
from a rubber band. This stops rattling
due to sound vibration.
A back can be made of ¡in, thick

quite well with an ordinary output
transformer, really needs one rated at
8000 ohms impedance, this being the
proper load for this valve.

Postage Stamp Wallet

Q

UITE often when carried in the
pocket, in a purse, or leather
wallet, postage stamps become
soiled or creased.
This easily-made wallet will keep
them flat and clean, and the
dimensions shown will fit
the average size inside
pocket. It consists of three
pieces of good quality cardboard 4ins. by 6ins. each,
and a piece of transparent
acetate or celluloid. All are
hinged together to form a
three-fold
wallet, using
linen sticky tape as sold for
bookbinding. The acetate
flap is hinged to the centre
section, and when folded
upwards, acts as a`window',
and also holds the stamps
flat.
For neatness the
acetate is edged with passe
partout.
The
stamps,
though only loose under
the flap, will not fall out
of the wallet.
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Be sure to leave a space between the
three sections on joining, so as to allow
for the thicknesses of cardboard when
the wallet is closed.
(D.T.)

Out with the camera

U

P and down the country, in small
and large towns, are found the
old Market Halls, Booths and
Crosses — often well preserved and
still the centre for bustle on market day.
These buildings with their roots deep in
the old life of the countryside reflect the
old local method of building, and their
design and dominant position show the
importance, and wealth, that was the
mainstay of rural life. Just as the Church
was the spiritual centre of these old
towns, so was the market place the
material centre: it is not surprising,
therefore, that they are so outstandingly
attractive and well preserved.
To the amateur photographer who
easily finds beauty in old things, these
buildings present a worthwhile subject

An attractive corner from the timberframed cross at Castle Coombe

The fine stone cross at Malmesbury, Wiltshire
against the background of the partly ruined
Norman Abbey
— and one well worth collecting for
their diversity of styling. Some are solid
and foursquare, some have stone or
timbered pillars supporting an enclosed
storey over an open meeting place,
some are canopied crosses marking the
centre of the meeting place — all the
centre of the old-time bustle for buying
and selling, and meeting and gossip.
It is worthwhile looking for these survivals on your holidays or travels —
some still in use, though possibly not
for their original purpose — and worthwhile, too, to try and secure more than
the mere record, picture-postcard result.
If you haven't yet tried to collect
pictures of these, afew hints may help to
avoid
disappointment
at
the
first
attempt:
(1) Being the material centre of the
town they are usually IN the centre,
often with three or four roads converging on them. They were the centre,
but the market bustle spilled out and
around, so often they dominate a large
open space. This gives the photographer
the chance to get not just one, but
several different views and angles of the
subject — they are attractive subjects
with 'elbow room' to select the best
snapping position. So don't be content
with the first-seen view, try the other
approach roads for other views; often
the buildings grouped around the approaches are old and picturesque, and
provide an interesting lead-in or frame.
And don't forget to explore small alleyways or passages between buildings,
which often give attractive glimpses.
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Sometimes it is worthwhile to ask permission to snap from the upper storey of
a shop for an unusual view — most
people are only too willing to assist; and
will appreciate a print in return. Or a
climb to the Church tower may show
the market place spread out below, with
its central structure and wide space and
converging roads — because Church
and Market, both being part of the very
heart of the town, are often close
together.
(2) Lighting conditions. These are
often simplified by the very fact that the
building stands in an open space — it
isn't cast into deep contrasting shadows
by the crowding in of tall buildings. But
don't forget the commonly found many
approach roads to the market — they
and
the open
space give you that
'elbow-room' again to secure pictures by
'moving around' the light. One approach may show it all evenly lit,
another may have interesting contrast of
shadow and high-lit gable-end or pillars.
Prints of market halls, taken at the
same time from different approaches can
teach a lot in learning to select the best
lighting condition. So don't economise
in shots.
(3) Street activity. Being the centre of
the town they are often the main dropping and picking up places for local buses.
The wide space makes a useful modern
car park, and on market days when still
used for stalls and booths, it is a hive of
bustle. The last gives opportunities for
interesting shots which link up the old
and the new; but buses and car parks

may not! It is true that modern vehicles
show the present time and age, and in
that sense are not incongruous, but they
do so easily clash with and detract from
the presentation of an old setting —
apart from which a crowded car park
hides much of the main subject. If time
allows, the answer is to come again in
early morning or evening, when activity
is less: and this is often also taking advantage of low softer lighting conditions
to avoid harsh contrasts. High noon
lighting is often best avoided, as shadows
are short and hard — and old buildings
seem to call for amellow light.
(4) Don't forget the view FROM the
market hall itself, often delightful with a
cluster of other old buildings around
the square. With open Crosses or openground-storey halls use a part of the
structure, a timbered or stone pillar or
roof edging to form a 'frame' for the
view, and the old cobbles or flag-stones
forming a pattern to help with an
interesting foreground.
Here, again, early or late low lighting
is often useful; it glances into the open
hall or cross, as well as lighting the
exterior view — and so avoids too great
a contrast between deep black shadows
and the open view. With this softer
lighting, enough exposure should be
given to record some detail in the
structural frame and flooring of the
cross or hall to retain the 'feeling' of the
old building itself.
The illustrations point the hints given
above — and, if you haven't tried old
market places, may show that they are
well worth while.

The half-timbered market hall of Ledbury, Herefordshire

Interesting Locos — No. 7
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ERHAPS the most interesting
exhibit shown at the Liverpool
Exhibition in 1886 was the London
& North Western Railway Company's
Compound express passenger engine

No. 410 City of Liverpool, built at Crewe
the same year. No. 410 was one of the well
known 'Dreadnought' class of 2-2-2-0
type, three cylinder compounds designed
by Mr F. W. Webb, the Locomotive
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Superintendent for the express duties of
the line. She was named City of Liverpool
as atribute to the great city and in view
of the forthcoming exhibition.
There were 40 engines in the class, the
first engine, No. 503 Dreadnought, being
built in 1884.
The following were the leading features — Cylinders: one inside low pressure 30ins. by 24ins., two outside high
pressure 14ins. by 24ins; Wheels:
leading diameter 3 ft. 9ins., driving
6 ft. 3ins: weight of engine in working
order 421 tons, with tender attached
671 tons. Area of firegrate 20.5 sq. ft.
Total heating surface 1,401-5 sq. ft.
Boiler pressure 175 lb. per sq. in.
A sister engine, the Marchioness of
Stafford, Crewe, No. 2798, was shown at
the Inventions Exhibition in 1885 and
was awarded a gold medal for the
excellence of materials and workmanship.
It is interesting to observe that displayed also at Liverpool were George
Stephenson's famous Rocket and the
Locomotion.
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MOCK PALMING CARD TRICK

E

ARNING the art of palming a
card takes time and much practice,
but with alittle trickery it becomes
possible to create the impression of a
perplexing sleight of hand, not easily
detected at close quarters.
You require apack of cards and some

friend, say, from the little finger end of
one hand, holding up one card in each
hand while saying again, 'One pair of
cards, even', but laying the cards down
on the table separately about Ift. apart,
or in other words, starting two small
piles. Continue the same operation,

Fig. l
How the pairs
of cards are
placed between
the fingers.

friend to assist in the presentation, but
who is not an accomplice in any way,
and does not need to know the secret of
the trick. Ask this friend to place ahand
on the table, arching his fingers as
though holding an imaginary ball. Take
two cards from the pack, displaying
them quite openly to your audience
while saying, 'One pair of cards, even'.
The two cards are now placed together in the space between the little and
ring fingers of your friend's hand. Take
another pair of cards, repeating the
words, but placing them between the
ring finger and the middle finger;
similarly with a third pair between the
first and second fingers.
We now have three pairs of cards held
between the fingers. For the remaining
space, take ONE card only, placing between the thumb and first finger, at the
same time drawing attention to the
difference by saying — 'One card only,
odd'.
Now ask your friend to place the
other hand on the table, when the entire
process is repeated, but noting that this
time there is to be apair of cards placed
between the fingers, including the finger
and thumb. The announcement should
be made each time a pair of cards is
positioned between the fingers, and it
should be noted that there is only one
odd card between the thumb and first
finger of the first hand.
The position now is that your friend
has his hands on the table with pairs of
cards between his fingers, excepting, of
course, the odd one, and the following
procedure must be noted carefully.
Take a pair of cards away from your

revealing that contrary to expectations,
there are, indeed, four pairs of cards.
Hold up the four pairs, so that they can
be seen, show a pair at a time to prove
there is no deception, replacing on to the
table afterwards. Should any of your
audience say that they saw you pass the
card, they will really be mistaken, for no
transfer occurs, the other pile will have
seven cards, yet there is no palming!
A little thought will reveal the simple
trickery we use. When placing the pairs
of cards between the fingers of your
friend there are only seven pairs and
one odd card. When the pairs are recovered and returned to the table, the
pairs are separated into two piles —
each of seven cards, and the addition of
the odd card will make either of the two
piles of even number.

Fig. 2
After removal from
the fingers the
cards are dealt in
two separate stacks.

drawing pairs of cards, making the same
announcement, and adding to the piles
until you arrive at the odd card, when
you say something like this.
'We now have two even piles and
whichever one receives this odd card
will be odd, but I propose to transfer
this card to the other pile, and Ishould
like you to watch closely to see whether
you can detect any error in the passing'.
You will also appreciate that it is good
showmanship here to demonstrate that
you have no cards palmed in either hand,
revealing first the palms and then the
backs of the hands separately. You
could also show that you have nothing
up your sleeve.
Ask which pile is to receive the odd
card, placing it accordingly, then covering the two piles with your hands,
immediately making a slight flick of the
hand, covering the selected pile as
though passing acard. The hand should
not move very far, just a noticeable
flick, and it will be remembered that we
have arranged the cards so that they are
about Ift. apart.
You now pick up the selected pile,
378

Success of this trick depends mainly
on your repetition of the phrase 'one
pair of cards, even' throughout the
presentation. Your audience may say it
with you, but no one will guess the
solution, and it is a neat little trick,
giving every appearance of very skilful
palming.
(S.H.L.)

*******************

Next week's free design will be
for a grand model Yacht,
"Japonica". With an overall
length of Wins., It has been
planned for the incorporation
of an auxiliary motor, enabling
the boat to be used on windless
days.
*******************
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Domestic Electrical Appliance Repair
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for wood
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Our Courses (which include equipment) will
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EXTRA £.s.d, by repairing and servicing domestic
radio and television
receivers and home
electrical equipment.
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CASCAMITE "One Shot "—the resin glue that requires

giving details of our

no hardener —is not a general purpose glue; it is

interesting & lucrative

specifically

o

Do-It-Yourself Courses
F. Cla s"r

"B" 101, ED /It'll"

E.M.I. Institutes, Dept. 3IX, London, W.4
Name

INSTITUTES

Strong?

Most

aproper job of it by using the wood
glue — CASCAMITE "One Shot".

am interested in the following subiect(s)

Associated with
"HIS MASTER'S VOICE"
Columbia, Etc., Etc.

for wood.

mould resistant. So if it's wood, make

Age
(if under 21)

Address

designed

definitely ...and what is more, it is waterproof, gapfilling (to B.S. Specification), non-staining, heat and

Supplied

in

powder

form
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hardener incorporated), it simply

A GUITAR

requires mixing with water for use,

for only 65/11

7 & 18-oz. tins

1-oz.

powder

liquid

glue.

making
Packed

-oz.
in

M,

(2/6d., 4/- & 8/6d.

respectively).

Larger sizes also available.
But remember ...

OVERALL
LENGTH
361 in

If you do want agood general purpose glue,
then be sure to get CASCO grade "A"
(Powdered) Casein Glue.
It glues
almost everything, is mixed and used
cold, is heat and moisture resistant, and
is very economical in use. Packed in 2,
7i & 16-oz. tins (2/-3 4/6d. and 7/6d.
respectively). Also in larger sizes.

MAKE IT
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Everything needed to make a first class
job. Easily constructed with a few simple
tools.
All wood (including

I To

partly shaped neck)

IPlease
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full

size

strings,
From
stockists

fittings,
plan,
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six
etc.

branches,
or

I

HOBBIES LTD., Dept. 99 Dereham,
Norfolk.
send Guitar Kit No, 3209. P.O

for

I

be

SYNTHETIC RESIN & CASEIN GLUES

enclosed.

Stocked by ironmongers, builders' merchants, handicraft shops.

Name

Manufactured by

I Address

LEICESTER,

direct

NORTH BADDESLEY
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ONSIDERING the hundreds of
themes so beautifully depicted on
Indian match covers, hotel labels,
and stamps, it is not surprising to find
them included in most collections.
Animals appear on many match
labels. Ihave 500 depicting horses, 200
lions, 205 tigers, 400 elephants, 30
camels, 50 birds, 20 cats, and scores of
singles featuring animals. Here are some
trade marks to look for — 'Circus

IND IA
By R. L. Cantwell
Horse, Flying Horse, Globe Horse,
Two, Three, and Four Horses. Circus
Lion, etc., Era, Gilt, Golden, Rajah's,
Running, Roaring, and Wembley Lion,
Jungle King, Forest Hero, Lion and
Boy, Lion Attack, Gramophone and
Lion. Bengal Tiger, etc., Tiger Family,
Tiger Head, Tiger Fight, Double Tiger,
Three Tigers. Circus Elephant, etc.
(spelt
ELEPHAHT),
Elephant
and
Tree, Sugar Cane Elephant, Gentleman
and Elephant, Tiger and Elephant, etc.,
etc.'.
Indian hotel labels are works of art. I
have obtained many specimens by
writing to the hotel proprietor — but if
you write, always enclose return postage.
Indian children are fond of acting. In
their plays they imitate the deeds which
in later years they hope to perform.
Hunting is a popular amusement,
especially with the cheetah, or tame
leopard, which is let loose from awagon
and started in pursuit of antelopes,
which it will kill and carry back to its
master with the fidelity of adog.
Tiger-hunting with elephants, mimic
tilts, tournaments, and feats of horsemanship are also popular pastimes.
There are also cock and quail fighting,
the tricks of jugglers, and the feats of
serpent-charmers, who, with musical
accompaniment, seem able to handle
the most deadly snakes with seeming
impunity.
The number of temples in India is
great. They are found scattered over

every portion of the country and in
every degree of splendour and good
taste. Many are depicted on stamps of
1949.
Calcutta is a vast and mighty city —
the London of the East. It is said, that
it remains the premier city in India, and
the city that counts most for that
country's prosperity.
The Himalayan folk who
live in Darjeeling andp(urseong are fine people. Many
of them are Christians.
Delhi (the capital) is
chiefly celebrated as the
centre of the Indian Mutiny
in 1857. Bombay possesses
the largest
harbour in
India. Amritsar possesses
important textile manufactures, and is the Punjab
commercial capital.
'1935
Silver
Jubilee
stamps — }a. black and
green — Gateway of India,
Bombay — 3d. mint. 9p.
black and green — Victoria
Memorial, Calcutta — 4d.
used. 3} a. black and blue
— Golden Temple, Amritsar — 3/6 mint'.

The vegetation is as varied as the
climate. The valuable forest tracts of the
hill regions produce teak, sandalwood,
blackwood, sal, cedar, and pine. The
bamboo and the cocoa-nut palm are
widely distributed, and furnish the
natives of some districts with almost all
they require. The mango is the favourite
fruit tree, and other species of palm
supply fruit, fibre, and matting. Cultivated crops include millet, rice, wheat, and
other grains, cotton, jute, indigo, tea,
sugar, opium, pepper, and cinnamon.
Indian craftsmen have shown much
artistic skill in metal-working, in the
weaving of silks and cottons, and in the
carving of ivory and other materials.
Some still carry on their trades in a
laborious way with simple tools. But
factories equipped with modern machinery are now appearing in many
parts.
All these facts are depicted on Five
Year Plan pictorials of 1955 — 16 values
8/- used, or full set of 18 for 18/- used.

India's National Flag which appears
on a 1947 pictorial will complete your
story to date. But watch future events.
As they occur, find suitable stamps or
labels and continue this absorbing
history ola British Dominion whia may
one day again look to the Mother
Country for help and guidance.
380
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KEEP A TUBE

IN THE

_
McCAW, STEVENSON & ORR

The

HOME

at

Sole Manufacturers

illustrated

above

obtained

Huddersfield

due

mainly

to

the

finish which is Valspar Lacquer

LTD., BELFAST

APPARATUS lit CHEMICALS

it's easy to see the reason why

For your experiments. Let us help you equip a

HOME LABORATORY

They put the finishing touches to your hours of

Beakers, Crucibles, Flasks, Funnels,
Gas Jars, Test Tubes, etc.
.

patience providirg a brilliant smooth finish on

Booklets:
(including postage)

'Experiments'
'Formulas'
'Home Chemistry'
New edition

model

two first prizes in our recent Exhibition

any surface.

1/2
1/2
2,9

Valspar Lacqu r requires no knotting, priming or
undercoating .nd one coat gives an excellent result

Send 3d. Stomp for latest PRICE LIST

A. N. BECK 8‘ SONS (Dept. H.W.)

on a smooth ion-absorbent surface.

60 Stoke Newington High Street, London, N.I6

* PROOF AGAIAST BOILING WATER, PETROL, OIL,
ALCOHOL, ETC.

C OODLASS, WALL & CO. LTD.
179/183 (AC3) Gt. Portland St. London, W.I

•
CeSiteekeigeteotemeekkeeeeieeSia
COT FITTINGS (full size)

Please sent me a free copy of the Valspar Handbook giving full
details of how to use Valspar paints

The fellow handy with tools can make quite easily a dropside Cot using these fittings. The set comprises two bright
steel rods 36ins. long, six heavy-duty screweyes (four plain
and two threaded for rods) and two catches. price 7 II
From branches or

HOBBIES

LTD.,

NAME
BLOCK CAF

99,

Dereham,

.' ALS

ADDRESS

Cot Design 3202 1'3

Dept.

* DRIES IN 2-4 HOURS

Norfolk
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BUYING OR SELLING?
Classified advertisements on this page are
accepted at a cost of 6d. per word prepaid.
Use of a Box No. is 1/- extra. Send P.O. with
advertisement to Hobbies Weekly, Advert.
Dept., Dereham, Norfolk. Rates for display
advertising on application.

I ('fl DIFFERENT stamps free!
Request Id.
`-m-, upwards discount approvals. — Bush,
53 Newlyn Way, Parkstone, Dorset.

«- GREAT CAMPING OFFER

RIDGETENTw4 -

BRAND NEW de luxe
'Safety' Tent. All colours.
Complete. Ideal cyclists, campers. Length 7' 3'
sleeping base x 4' 6" wide x 3' 6" high x 12"
walls, all approx. Weight 31 lb. Cash W.., or
4/. deposit and 6/- monthly. WITH FLYSHEET
83/6, or 9i 3 deposit and 9/9 monthly. Both
carriage 2/6.
LISTS OTHER EQUIPMENT.
TENTS, CLOTHING, WATCHES, ETC., TERMS.

A X AKE A MUSICAL BOX for as little as
.a.1.21/6. New kits and tunes available. Movements 14/9 post free. Please send 3d. stamp for
free illustrated catalogue. — The Swisscross Co.,
Dept. B., 116 Winifred Road, Coulsdon, Surrey.

R-AF NEW

‘DAINTSPRAYING' HANDBOOK. Covers
.1: Car, Industrial & Flock Spraying. 3/6, post
4d. Catalogue of our Cellulose and Paints and all
Allied Sundries 3d. — Leonard Brooks Ltd.,
81 Oak Road, Harold Wood, Essex.

L

EARN it as you do it — we provide practical
equipment combined with instruction in
Radio,
Television,
Electricity,
Mechanics,
Chemistry, Photography, etc. — Write for full
details to E.M.I. Institutes, Dept.
HW47,
London, W.4.

STOP SMOKING in
back.

daYs °r men"
Safe, pleasant,
permanent. The only scientific way. No Will
Power necessary. 'Conquered the habit in 21
days'.—F.C. 'Within 2 days Iwas free from the
tobacco habit'.—W.G. 'Was a smoker for 2 years
and broke the habit in 2 days'.—F.N. 'I used to
smoke 20 a day . . .now I have no desire to
smoke.—.1.M. Recommended by 'Health and
Efficiency Magazine'. Complete course 7/6 (or
81.00 bill). Details 3d. stamp. Sent under plain
cover.
NATURE REMEDIES, 28 (H/I77)
Dean Road, London, N.W.2. Established 1928

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS BARGAINS, Interroom Telephones, comprising 2 self-energised
microphone/receivers and approx. 6yds. flex
(may be extended if desired). No Batteries
needed. Nothing to wear out. Complete 9/6,
post 6d. Motors, Transformers, Switches,
etc. 3d. stamps for illustrated list. Milligan's,
24 Harford Street, Liverpool, 3. Money
Back Guarantee.

WATERPROOF

* BACKPACKS

F

'CREE stamp album and 20 stamps. Request
l'approvals, enclosing 4d. Additional gifts
given. — Beeze, 8 Langland Villas, Mumbles,
Swansea.

One large FULLY ZIPPED
Compartment. One ditto same
size back to back, 4 Buttoned
off separate side by side super
imposed Pockets. 2 strong
adjustable webbing back straps
with easy release press studs.
Made of genuine R.A.F. 100
per cent, waterproof material, all brand new
Ideal for Motor Cyclists, Hiker ,Fishermen and
100 other uses. 411 only, post etc. I/1. A
fraction of original cost. Send immediately.
Headquarter & G
ISupplies Ltd.
(HOBW/1)
196-200
Coldharbour
Lane
Loughboro June., London, S.E.5 Open Sat.

B

ECOME trained chiropodist. Quick postal,
practical.
—
GRADUATE
SCHOOLS,
48a Abbey Street, Accrington.

EVERY CAR THAT PASSES—YOU
WILL FIND THE INDEX MARK
ALPHABETICALLY ARRANGED IN

WHERE'S THAT CAR FROM ?
Price 9d.
from all Booksellers or from the Publishers
C TAMPS FREE — Empire Packet including
Pictorials and Victorians with approvals. —
Robert J. Peck, 7A Kemp Road, Bournemouth.

(2d. postage)
RALEIGH PRESS, EXMOUTH

Made this yet?

DESIGN

BED-TRAY

No. 3174

or

BOOK-REST
Kit contains all
wood and fittings
From branches:
LONDON
78a New Oxford Street, W.C.I
(Phone MUSeum 2975)
87 Old Broad Street, E.C.2
(LONdon Wall 4375)
81 Streatham Hill, S.W.2
(TULse Hill 8796)

Price only 13/6

GLASGOW---326 Argyle Street
(Phone CENtral 5042)

SHEFFIELD-4 St, Paul's Parade
(Phone 26071)

MANCHESTER
10 Piccadilly
(Phone CENtral 1787)

LEEDS-10 Queen Victoria Street
(Phone 28639)

BIRMINGHAM—I00a Dale End
(Phone CENtral 5483)

HULL-10 Paragon Square
(Phone 32959)

or direct (post free)

GRIMSBY-88 Victoria Street

HOBBIES LTD

BRISTOL -65 Fairfax Street
(Phone 23744)
NEWCASTLE-42 Dean Street
Newcastle-on-Tyne 1 Phone 21465
SOUTHAMPTON-134 High St.
(Below Bar) Phone 25947

(Da) Dereham, Norfolk
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Full-size patterns

A Child's Adding Frame

C

UT the main piece (A) of this
adding frame from lin. plywood.
Prepare seven blocks (B), and
seven blocks (C) from }in. sq. stripwood.
Drill all the blocks as shown in the detail.
Paint these blocks yellow and the figures
black. Start with 1+1 on block (B), and
2 on the corresponding block (C). Pro ceed with all four sides, giving correct
answers on blocks (C). Do the same with
all blocks, arranging the figures in simple
additions.
The blocks are then made a tight fit
on wires (E) which are held in place at
the back with staples made from +in.
fretpins bent over.
Glue the struts at the back, making
grooves for the wires. Finish off by
painting bright red. (M.p)
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2
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•MIMI

aiMe
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CUT SEWII
FROM
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Make model
buildings—

CERTOFIX
Recteey

FIXES
CERTOFIX liquid glue

as simply

can cope with all general

repairs.

It

unites

as this!

wood, glass, metal and
almost all substances. It
is clean in use; its joints
are stronger than the
materials it unites.

Sold at all Woolworth Stores

//
¡CERTOFIX

A

new method —described in a new book on Pyruma
Modelling. This shows how to turn empty match boxes
into model buildings, by Pyruma 'Plasticraft'. It is one

of the many methods of modelling in plastic Pyruma, shown
in black and white and full colour pages, which enable you to
build and finish in natural colours:—
MODEL FARMS, RAILWAY STATIONS, SIGNAL CABINS,
AIRPORT BUILDINGS, DOCKS, SHIPS, FIGURES, ANIMALS,
ASHTRAYS, BOOKENDS, DOLL'S FURNITURE, PLAQUES,
RELIEF MAPS, ETC.

You Can Make
SA N KEYS

a Modern

PYRUMA
PLASTIC CEMENT

Table in
One Evening
with these legs

Is a ready to use material, cheap to buy locally, and easy to
work by following the Instruction Book offered below. Pyruma
dries or can be baked to stone-hard permanence, then painted
in natural colours. Sold by local Ironmongers and Hardwaremen, Hobbies shops and Art material Dealers, in airtight tins
from 1/6 upwards.

FOR ALL

Send Coupon and 6d. P.O. (not stamps) for this NEW

CONTEMPORARY

Book of Instructions to:—

FURNITURE
A coffee table, TV table, footstool, etc.. ..all can be made
in quick time with these Contemporary style legs. Beautifully
turned in Scandinavian beech, they can be left in their natural
colour, or stained. Each leg is threaded at one end to screw into
a hardwood block (see inset) which, in turn, is screwed to the
underside of a piece of plywood or suitable material which
forms the table top. Simple .. . .and a perfect job. The
legs are obtainable in three sizes :-10 ins. 2/3 each, 15 ins. 2/6
each and 20 ins. 3/- each. Postage on 3or 4 legs 1/6 extra.
Legs from branches or:
HOBBIES LTD, Dept 99, Dereham, Norfolk
384

J.H. SANKEY& SON,LP?
Established over aCentury
Dept. H. ILFORD, ESSEX
Enclosed 6d. P.O. (not stamps) for PYRUMA MODELLING
INSTRUCTION BOOK addressed to:—
NAME (Block letters)
ADDRESS

